Consequences Decision Making Flow Chart

Redirecting (preventative)

Observe Problem Behaviour

Is behaviour teacher or executive managed?

Teacher managed

Prompt expectations
Parallel acknowledgement
Reteach

Student/teacher conference
Warning

Green card
Teacher makes contact with parent & enters data

3 green cards in a term = A.P. referral and yellow reflection sheet. (Yellow card note sent home). A.P. enters data and files

2 Yellow card referrals in a term = D.P. Red Level 1 referral. Principal/DP contacts parent/s. Formal caution. DP reports information back to teacher

Executive managed

Classroom managed – Minor offences
Calling out
Not following instructions
Refusal to comply
Swearing
Name calling/Teasing
Out of bounds
Excluding others
Unsafe play
No hat
Pushing
Refusal to respond to teacher
Individual incidence of racist behaviour

Executive managed – Major offences
Verbal aggression to teacher
Violence (hitting, kicking, biting, spitting etc)
Stealing
Absconding
Using electronic devices
Continuous disobedience (x3)
Bullying & By-standing (including Cyber bullying)
Possession of weapon
Immediate Yellow Card

Serious Incidents leading to direct DP/Principal consequences
Incidents that require the assistance/notification of outside agencies
Incidents reportable as per the DEC Suspension and Expulsion Policy

N.B Kindergarten children are given until March before Green cards apply. This enables teachers time to explicitly teach the three expectations.

1st Yellow Card (after 3 green: AP referral) = 2 lunchtime 'time outs' with the Stage AP. Student completes reflection sheet that includes the opportunity to make restitution. Parent notification (Yellow card note sent home). AP enters data and files.

2nd Yellow Card (after 6 green: DP referral) = Red Level 1
3 lunchtime 'time outs' with DP & AP. Student completes reflection sheet that includes the opportunity to make restitution. Ineligibility to attend excursions (at Principal’s discretion). Principal/DP contacts parents. Formal notice of suspension if behaviour is repeated. DP enters data & files in Principal’s office

Next infringement (after 7 green) or serious incident of violence = Red Level 2
Principal discretion to implement Suspension from school.